For compact X with log [A'l^n, XxZ is normal only if Z is x-collectionwise normal. If Z is also semimetric or K-metacompact, it is then s-paracompact.
Theorem. Let X be compact, log |A'l ^ X. Then ifZxX is normal, Z iŝ -collectionwise normal. If Z is also H-metacompact or semimetric, it is then ^-paracompact.
Proof.
Let A be a closed subset of Z. lff.A->~Rx is continuous, so is its associate f*:AxX--R.
We may extend/* to a continuous map F*:ZxX->-R, and its associate F:Z-*RX is a continuous extension off. Thus RX is an AE for Z; by Lemma 1, diRx)^ X; and now by Lemma 2, Z is X-collectionwise normal.
Bearing in mind that point-finite refinements may be made precise [2, Theorem VIII 1.4], one may adapt Michael's proof of Theorem 2 in [5] to show spaces both N-metacompact and X-collectionwise normal are N-paracompact. Similarly, adapt McAuley's proof of Lemma 2 in [4] to handle the case where Z is semimetric.
Note if log \X\^.2diZ) in the above, we get Z is collectionwise normal, for Z has no discrete collection of more than 2diZ> subsets [2, VII 3,
Example 3].
Morita has shown Z is S-paracompact and normal iffZx/s is normal [7, Theorem 2.4] . The above theorem generalizes the "iff" part of this, replacing Is with any compact space of equal cardinality, but draws a weaker conclusion.
